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Read along with Disney! Sofia is thrilled to celebrate her very first Christmas with her
friend Vivian. The tree is decorated, the presents are wrapped, and the stockings are
hanging above the fireplace. There's just one thing missing that will make the day
complete: a snowy adventure with good friends and a bit of Christmas magic! Follow
along with word-for-word narration as Sofia celebrates her first Christmas!
Jevik travels to the city of Olondria where he is overtaken by a ghost from his past.
“The vivid, brilliant illustrations bring this simple pourquoi tale to life in a highly
engaging way,” from the author of Sun and Moon Sisters (School Library Journal).
Cloud Princess lives high in the sky, together with Miss Sun and Miss Moon, but she
wants to discover what life on Earth is like. So one day she drifts down to Earth and
sees the cars and the flowers and the people that live there. Unfortunately, sinking
down to Earth sparks a curious change in her—she begins to turn into water! She dashes
back to her home in the sky, but loved Earth so much that she visits every Spring—and
brings the rain along with her. “Le’s illustrations are absolutely stunning, filled with
vibrant colors and movement as the Cloud Princess explores. The title character is
ethereal yet relatable. Her cloud-hair is delightfully voluminous; her face expresses her
initial loneliness and then her curiosity and wonder. The plot has the gentle simplicity
characteristic of folktales. The book provides an excellent springboard for discussion
about storytelling and how cultures through the ages have used stories to explain their
observations of the natural world.” —School Library Journal “All the sweet expressions
and softly variegated colors throughout create delicate visual harmonies. There’s lots
of eye candy in individual scenes.” —Kirkus Reviews
Learn about the rich history of Mission Santa Cruz: how it started, the people who ran it,
the indigenous population, and its legacy today.
World of Reading: Sofia the First: Clover Time
A Stranger in Olondria
World of Reading Sofia the First: Sofia Takes the Lead
Welcome to Royal Prep
Discovering Mission Santa Clara de Asís
Pre-Level 1
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her
mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she
knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious
philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not
only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of
philosophy.
Meet Sofia, a little girl who lives a rather ordinary life. But
everything changes when her mother, Miranda, marries the king.
Overnight, Sofia becomes a princess, moves into the castle, gains a
step-brother, a step-sister...and the ability to talk to her new
animal friends thanks to a magical amulet! Now, life is anything but
ordinary for Sofia the First! This read-along storybook features real
character voices from the hit television movie and series "Sofia the
First!"
Read along with Disney! Sofia is excitedly awaiting the arrival of a
visitor at the castle: a beautiful baby unicorn named Pearl. Sofia and
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her step-siblings want to play with their special guest, but Pearl
ruins their games and makes a mess. Follow along with the word for
word narration as Sofia tries to find an activity they can all enjoy
together.
It's Open House at the Royal Preparatory Academy, and the students are
excited to show their work to their families. Amber picks a special
painting to show her parents, but James accidentally spills paint all
over it! Will Sofia be able to help Amber before Open House begins?
The Red Address Book
Sofia Takes the Lead
Sofia Makes a Friend
A Disney Read-Along
A Novel About the History of Philosophy
The Perfect Tea Party (Disney Junior: Sofia the First)
Read along with Disney! On a hike with her Buttercup troop, Sofia must prove to
an overprotective Baileywick and King Roland that princesses need to (and can)
do things on their own. In this leveled reader with simple text, word repetition,
and word for word narration, young children will be able to enjoy this Sofia the
First story on their own.
The World of Reading line of early readers is designed to offer emerging readers
stories featuring the characters they love at a pace that is just right for them to
build confidence and a love for reading! Level Pre-1 books feature picture reading
and word repetition for readers-in-training.
When a Mix-Up Potion combines their pets, Princess Sofia and her siblings have
to straighten everything out—before the rabbit-dragon and peacock-baboon
creatures wreck their school! Children ages 2 to 5 will love reading this funny
Little Golden Book based on an episode of the Disney Junior hit show Sofia the
First.
It's the first day of school! Sofia is little nervous at first, but as she meets her new
teacher, learns her way around the school, and makes friends, she realizes that
school is fun and exciting. Find out what else Sofia learns on her first day of
school.
When You Wish Upon a Well (Disney Junior: Sofia the First)
Disney Sofia the First: Sofia's Magical World
World of Reading: Sofia the First Blue-Ribbon Bunny
You Are Enough: A Book About Inclusion
World of Reading: Sofia the First: The Missing Necklace
World of Reading: Sofia the First Just One of the Princes
Make room for Clover! When Clover's warren gets flooded in a storm,
Sofia happily invites her best friend to move in with her. They love
sharing a room...at first. Sofia discovers that being a roommate is
no picnic in this fun and funny Level Pre-1 Reader!
Magical things happen wherever Princess Sofia goes! Children ages 2
to 5 will love this Little Golden Book based on an episode of Disney
Junior’s Sofia the First.
Sofia awaits the arrival of Pearl the unicorn at the castle, but when
Pearl's idea of fun ruins Sofia's step-siblings' games, Sofia must
find an activity for all of them to enjoy together.
Read along with Disney! When the Amulet of Avalor goes missing, Sofia
loses her ability to understand her animal friends. Longing to talk
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to her friends again, Sofia sets off to find it. Cedric is also after
the missing amulet to use its power to take over the kingdom! Will
Sofia be able to follow the clues and track down the necklace before
Cedric? Follow along with the word for word narration and find out in
this Level 1 reader!
Level Pre-1
Disney Storybook Collection
Includes Stickers
World of Reading: Sofia the First Sofia Makes a Friend
My Life in Twelve Towns and the Devastating Battle for a White
America
Sofia the First Little Golden Book Favorites (Disney Junior: Sofia
the First)

Learn about the rich history of Mission Santa Clara de Asís: how it started,
the people who ran it, the indigenous population, and its legacy today.
Open the doors and enter the magical world of Sofia—Disney Junior's
favorite little princess. With five mini-stories hidden under flaps, it's like six
books in one! Sofia the First fans will adore this castle-shaped board book
and feel like they are part of Sofia's magical world. Each beautiful spread
contains a mini-story about Sofia the First and her life in and around her
castle. Come experience life inside a castle with Sofia the First and her
friends!
When the Village Faire holds a Best Pet Contest, Sofia and Clover decide to
enter together to win the blue ribbon and a ride on a parade float. The other
kids in the kingdom bring unique and talented pets--they seem much more
special than a bunny from the forest. Should Sofia choose the fanciest pet to
enter in the contest, or stick with her best friend Clover?
Read along with Disney! When the Village Faire holds a Best Pet Contest,
Sofia and Clover decide to enter together to win the blue ribbon and a ride
on a parade float. The other kids in the kingdom bring unique and talented
pets--they seem much more special than a bunny from the forest. Follow
along with the word-for-word narration to find out if Sofia chooses the
fanciest pet to enter in the contest, or sticks with her best friend Clover.
Discovering Mission Santa Cruz
Level 1
A Royal Pet Problem (Disney Junior: Sofia the First)
Sofia the First: The Amulet and the Anthem
A Disney Read-Along (Level 1)
Sofia the First: Sofia's First Christmas

When things start going wrong around the castle, everyone
blames the Little Princess. No matter how much she cries,
"I didn't do it!", no one believes her. Upset, the Little
Princess goes off to hide and finds out who really is to
blame! Another hilarious story from the classic bestselling Little Princess series.
Read along with Disney! Make room for Clover! When Clover's
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warren gets flooded in a storm, Sofia happily invites her
best friend to move in with her. They love sharing a
room...at first. Sofia discovers that being a roommate is
no picnic in this fun and funny Level Pre-1 Reader!
As the students at Royal Prep are getting ready for an open
house for their parents, Prince James accidentally damages
one of his sister Princess Amber's paintings, and he does
not want to tell her the truth.
A beautiful and inclusive picture book all about
celebrating being yourself from Down syndrome advocate and
viral sensation Sofia Sanchez! It can be hard to be
different -- whether because of how you look, where you
live, or what you can or can't do. But wouldn't it be
boring if we were all the same? Being different is great!
Being different is what makes you YOU. This inclusive and
empowering picture book from Sofia Sanchez -- an 11-yearold model and actress with Down syndrome -- reminds readers
how important it is to embrace your differences, be
confident, and be proud of who you are. Imagine all of the
wonderful things you can do if you don't let anyone stop
you! You are enough just how you are. Sofia is unique, but
her message is universal: We all belong. So each spread
will feature beautiful, full-color illustrations of a full
cast of kid characters with all kinds of backgrounds,
experiences, and abilities. This book will also include
back matter with a brief bio of Sofia and her journey so
far, as well as additional information about Down syndrome
and how we can all be more accepting, more inclusive, and
more kind.
Sophie's World
Just One of the Princes
The First Hidden Stories
World of Reading: Sofia the First: Blue Ribbon Bunny
A Disney Read-Along (Level Pre-1)
World of Reading Pre-1
Featuring your favorite Disney characters, these bestselling storybook
collections have been completely redesigned with all new covers, gilded
pages, newly edited text, and a classic new look with over 250 illustrationsincluding full-page artwork from the Disney archives. From Frozen to The
Lion King, the best-loved stories of all time are now even better and recreate the movie magic of the most beloved Disney films. Enhanced with
new pieces of art from the Disney archives, these stories are still the ideal
length for reading aloud.
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Sofia loses her ability to understand her animal friends when the Amulet of
Avalor goes missing and decides to find it. Sofia needs to track down the
amulet before Cedric can use it to take over the kingdom. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Spotlight is a
division of ABDO.
Both Sofia and Amber are hoping to win the best costume prize at the
annual Halloween ball, but when Amber's costume gets ruined, Sofia must
decide if she is willing to help.
A leading advocate for social justice excavates the history of forced
migration in the twelve American towns she’s called home, revealing how
White supremacy has fundamentally shaped the nation. Sofia Ali-Khan’s
parents emigrated from Pakistan to America, believing it would be a good
country. With a nerdy interest in American folk history and a devotion to the
rule of law, Ali-Khan would pursue a career in social justice, serving some of
America’s most vulnerable communities. By the time she had children of her
own—having lived, worked, and worshipped in twelve different towns across
the nation—Ali-Khan felt deeply American, maybe even a little extra
American for having seen so much of the country. But in the wake of 9/11,
and on the cusp of the 2016 election, Ali-Khan’s dream of a good life felt
under constant threat. As the vitriolic attacks on Islam and Muslims
intensified, she wondered if the American dream had ever applied to
families like her own, and if she had gravely misunderstood her home. In A
Good Country, Ali-Khan revisits the color lines in each of her twelve towns,
unearthing the half-buried histories of forced migration that still shape
every state, town, and reservation in America today. From the surprising
origins of America’s Chinatowns, the expulsion of Maroon and Seminole
people during the conquest of Florida, to Virginia’s stake in breeding
humans for sale, Ali-Khan reveals how America’s settler colonial origins
have defined the law and landscape to maintain a White America. She braids
this historical exploration with her own story, providing an intimate
perspective on the modern racialization of American Muslims and why she
chose to leave the United States. Equal parts memoir, history, and current
events, A Good Country presents a vital portrait of our nation, its people,
and the pathway to a better future.
The Cloud Princess
Sofia the First Read-Along Storybook: Once Upon a Princess
World of Reading: Sofia the First Five Tales of Friendship and Fun
a novel
Sofia the First: The Missing Necklace
A Disney Read Along
The global fiction sensation—published in 32 countries around
the world—that follows 96-year-old Doris, who writes down the
memories of her eventful life as she pages through her decadesold address book. But the most profound moment of her life is
still to come... Meet Doris, a 96-year-old woman living alone in
her Stockholm apartment. She has few visitors, but her weekly
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Skype calls with Jenny—her American grandniece, and her only
relative—give her great joy and remind her of her own youth.
When Doris was a girl, she was given an address book by her
father, and ever since she has carefully documented everyone she
met and loved throughout the years. Looking through the little
book now, Doris sees the many crossed-out names of people long
gone and is struck by the urge to put pen to paper. In writing
down the stories of her colorful past—working as a maid in
Sweden, modelling in Paris during the '30s, fleeing to Manhattan
at the dawn of the Second World War—can she help Jenny, haunted
by a difficult childhood, unlock the secrets of their family and
finally look to the future? And whatever became of Allan, the
love of Doris’s life? A charming novel that prompts reflection
on the stories we all should carry to the next generation, and
the surprises in life that can await even the oldest among us,
The Red Address Book introduces Sofia Lundberg as a wise—and
irresistible—storyteller. “Written with love, told with joy.
Very easy to enjoy.”—Fredrik Backman, author of A Man Called Ove
Disney Junior has a new Disney princess! Children ages 2–5 will
love Sofia the First—the new animated TV show about an eightyear old girl who becomes a princess when her mother marries the
king. Living in a castle and attending school at Royal Prep
takes some getting used to, but Sofia has lots of helpers
including Flora, Fauna, and Merryweather! This Little Golden
Book retells an episode of the Disney Junior show in which Sofia
hosts her first royal tea party.
Sofia can't wait for the beautiful baby unicorn named Pearl to
arrive at the castle. Sofia and her step-siblings want to have
fun, but Pearl ruins their games and makes a mess. So Sofia
works to find an activity everyone can enjoy.
Being a princess keeps Sofia the First pretty busy. So much so
that Clover the rabbit feels left out and decides to hit the
road with a traveling magician. Children ages 2 to 5 will love
reading about how the sweet eight-year-old princess races to
find Clover in this Little Golden Book which retells an episode
of the Disney Junior hit show Sofia the First.
World of Reading Sofia the First: Sofia Makes a Friend
I Didn't Do It!
Sofia the First:
Bunny Magic! (Disney Junior: Sofia the First)
World of Reading: Sofia the First: Welcome to Royal Prep
Sofia's First Day of School
Read along with Disney! Sofia is chosen to sing the Enchancian Anthem at the
annual Harvest Festival. After she becomes a bit too boastful, Sofia's magical
amulet bestows a curse on her, leaving her all croaked up! Follow along with the
word for word narration in this charming book based on a special episode
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featuring Princess Belle!
Girls ages 2 to 5 will love this collection that features three Sofia the First Little
Golden Books in one hardcover volume. It's a terrific value at only $7.99!
Sofia wants to try out for a spot on Royal Prep's Flying Derby team, but Amber,
Prince Hugo, and the rest of her classmates tell Sofia that Flying Derby is not a
"princess thing." With some encouragement from her mother and a lot of hard
work, Sofia and her small, worry-prone flying horse, Minimus, prove that
anything can be a princess thing!
Read along as Sofia hikes with her Buttercups troop, learns to ride a flying horse,
enters a pet contest, and many more magical adventures of friendship and fun.
This collection of five Level 1 readers will delight any avid reader and Sofia the
First fan.
World of Reading: Sofia the First Clover Time
World of Reading Mira, Royal Detective Meet Mira (Level Pre-1 Reader with
Stickers)
Sofia the First The Halloween Ball
A Good Country

Learn all about Mira in the Level Pre-1 reader. Simple text and
illustrations introduce readers to her friends, both animal and
human, her family, and the tools she uses to solve mysteries.
Comes with two sheets of stickers for even more fun with Mira!
When Baileywick joins Sofia's Buttercup troop to protect her,
Sofia proves she can take care of herself and Baileywick, too!
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